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Queer Zines Library is a UK-based diy mobile zine library celebrating 
radical LGBTQIA+ self-publishing.  
 
Queer Zine Library officially began in July 2019. During the last year we’ve 
toured the UK taking the mobile zine library to queer gigs, festivals, public 
libraries, shelters, community spaces, museums, universities, history fairs. 
We’ve added 600 zines to the library collections, catalogued over 200 of 
those zines,  established a volunteer collective, created a manual for 
cataloguing zines, hosted workshops, given talks, created a web series of 
online queer zine readings, and there’s still so much to do! 
 
We believe that Queer Zine Library is political. In times of fascism we want 
zines to be viewed as vital living breathing tools for self preservation, 
activism, and a rejection of capitalist mainstream publishing, rather than just 
as art objects which Look Nice .  
 
This zine is split into two parts: the first part  celebrates the first year of the 
queer zine library in action, reflecting on the way we work and imagining 
future plans. The second part of the zine collects contributions from 
volunteers, zine collaborators, visitors to the library as we ask what do 
queer zines mean to you?  
 
Our current summer tour is cancelled and our future touring plans are on 
hold for now as we ask ourselves what place is there for a touring mobile 
queer zine library when movement and public access is restricted more 
than ever before?  
We don’t have answers but we will continue to grow. Our collective is open 
to anyone wanting to join and we are continuing to make the zines 
accessible online during lockdown. We are also actively seeking zines for 
the library, so please send us your zines. 
 
 
Queer Zine Library 
July 2020 
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Queer Zine Library wants your zines! 

 
If you are a queer zine maker or have collections of queer zines and want to support the 

Queer Zine Library then get in touch! 
queerzinelibrary@gmail.com 

 

What we collect 

Queer Zine Library collects queer-centered queer-authored zines and self-published 
material including perzines, fanzines, photozines, art zines, chapbooks, as well as other 

self-published or diy publications such as small press comics, pamphlets, as well as 
independent magazines with queer content or made by queer creators. 

What we define as zines 

Zines are diy publications made by individuals or groups of people rooted in a history of 
radical political self-publishing. Zines are often  motivated by passion and self-expression 
rather than profit, they are cheap to make and require no skills to create. Zines are a way 

to document histories and experiences outside of traditional or capitalist publishing.  

If you call your zine a zine, then we’ll treat it like a zine. Queer Zine Library isn’t interested 
in laying down strict rules to define zines for now, we recognise that self-published 
material blurs boundaries and the definition of zines will continue to shift and grow.  

What do we mean by ‘queer’? 

Queer Zine Library collects both self-published material with queer content by queer 
authors as well as zines which have been created by queer makers but which might not 

necessarily have explicit queer focused content. 

Within a term as massive as ‘queer’  we are inclusive of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 
Pansexual, Transgender, Queer, Intersex, Asexual, Non-Binary+ and all genders. 

QZL doesn't collect general non-queer made zines or other types of zines outside of this 
queer focus. We leave 'queer' open to self identification by zine makers. 

Wondering your zine is suitable for the library? If you identify with any of the inclusive 
queer identities mentioned then no matter what your zine is about we will be happy to 

add it to the collections. 
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Want to host the Queer Zine Library in your town? 

 

Queer Zine Library tours the UK by collaborating and lending part of our collections out to 
libraries, community spaces, music venues, schools, and other venues in the form of a 

pop-up library. Queer Zine Library can loan up to 250 zines from the collection as a 
residency in your space or as part of a display, workshop, talk, exhibition, residency and 

other events. 

 

 

 

We will loan part of our library to you or your collective from one day to anything up to but 
not exceeding a total of 3 months.  You can select zines from our collections to appear in 
your space, or you can let our library volunteers select hidden gems in our library for your 

event. 

 

Get in touch! 

queerzinelibrary@gmail.com 

mailto:queerzinelibrary@gmail.com


As well as bringing the library to gigs, festivals, and other one day events, 
we also took the mobile library on longer residencies and pop-up 

libraries across the UK. These are just some of the places we went to. 
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Queer zines in the library 
I look, I long 
to pick one up, take it home 
read it cover to cover, and return it 
just like the signs say 
 
but 
what if I touch it and they know? 
the closet itsn’t kind, but it’s safe 
 
...maybe I’ll take the one with the excellent meme. 
 
By Kate Ricci 
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what	do	queer	zines	mean	to	me?	by	el	affleck	(@elaffleck)		

	

queer	zines	have	been	so	important	to	me	for	navigating	my	own	identity,	learning	to	

express	myself,	&	finding	a	community.	queer	zines,	queer	zine	libraries	and	queer	librarians	

mean	so	much	to	me,	in	a	way	that	is	sometimes	hard	to	articulate	!	but	i’ve	done	my	best	

here		

	

the	first	time	i	really	encountered	queer	zines	was	at	a	workshop	led	by	samar	ziadiat	when	

i	was	at	uni.	samar	was	working	in	the	centre	for	research	and	collections	&	had	pulled	a	

bunch	of	copies	of	different	material	from	the	archive,	and	we	had	a	workshop	to	make	

zines	out	of	this	material.	i	got	assigned	the	edinburgh	lgbt+	switchboard	collection	and	

spent	the	next	hour	enthralled	!	ive	always	loved	drawing	and	collage	&	when	i	was	wee	one	

of	my	favourite	activities	was	doing	“cutting	out.”	i	had	kind	of	disengaged	from	that	part	of	

me	as	a	late	teen	(i	was	disengaged	from	a	lot)	and	it	was	so	nice	to	be	in	a	gentle,	low	

pressure	environment	which	let	me	play	with	that	again,	and	which	also	felt	immediately	

relevant	to	my	own	history	and	identity.	it	was	such	a	softly	affirming	experience	and	ever	

since	then	i’ve	wanted	other	people	to	be	able	to	have	the	experience	that	i	had	in	that	

workshop	with	samar.	

	

i’ve	learned	so	much	about	building	community	from	all	my	friends	at	edinburgh	zine	

library.	the	library	started	right	around	the	time	that	i’d	been	getting	increasingly	frustrated	

with	lack	of	queer	representation	&	how	my	own	identity	was	being	treated	at	my	work.	(i	

don’t	work	there	any	more	and	am	almost	finished	a	masters	in	queer	history	in	an	attempt	

to	fix	the	issues	at	my	work,	or	that’s	what	i	started	off	trying	do	anyway......	i	don’t	know	

where	i	am	with	that	any	more,	it’s	a	whole	other	discussion).	but	now	that	i	don’t	live	in	

edinburgh	i	miss	everyone	so	much	!	i	miss	just	hanging	out	w	other	queer	folk	and	making	

wee	zines	with	them.	it	was	one	of	the	first	spaces	i	felt	really	comfortable	using	they-them	

pronouns	!!	huge	!!	it	really	made	me	realise	that	queer	zines	are	so	much	more	than	queer	

zines	–	they’re	also	queer	instant	coffee	&	queer	biscuits,	&	queer	whatsapp	chats,	&	queer	

train	journeys	!	and	with	that	came	learning	how	to	navigate	the	difficult	discussions	that	

come	with	organising	and	building	a	community	space	too.	how	to	work	out	safer	space	

policies,	safeguarding	contributors	and	members,	how	to	commit	to	anti-racist	action,	how	

to	be	activist	and	political	in	your	archiving.		

	

it’s	all	been	so	accessible	–	and	again	i’ve	learned	so	much	about	community	and	DIY	

archiving	&	collecting.	and	im	still	learning	and	don’t	think	I’ll	get	it	right	every	time	but	it’s	

rly	good	to	know	I’m	amongst	folk	who	I	can	talk	to	about	this	&	who	will	call	me	out	when	

they	think	i’m	doing	something	daft	!		

	

my	queerness	definitely	features	in	the	zines	i	have	made,	and	i	think	a	lot	of	them	do	

function	to	in	some	way	explore	that	part	of	me.	i’ve	been	quiet	on	the	making	front	for	a	

while	now	&	while	i	understand	that’s	ok,	i	miss	it,	and	am	hoping	i’ll	be	in	a	place	where	i	

can	get	back	into	it	soon.	i	want	to	do	more	drawings	about	growing	up	in	the	kirk	of	

scotland	&	how	that	affected	how	I	think	about	my	gender	and	my	sexuality.	i	want	to	write	

about	vaginismus	more.	i	want	to	write	about	all	the	wildflowers	i’ve	seen	during	lockdown.	

i’m	excited	about	the	future	!!	







Coming out with zines - Sreepoorna Majumdar 
 
It was 2018 and consensual same-sex was made legal the same year in 
India. A historic moment that I spent alone in my one-room apartment 
crying happy tears and wishing I could scream from the rooftops.  
 
A week later I made my first zine. I was so proud of it, I wanted everyone in 
the world to see it. It felt like making the zine was a superpower I acquired 
just then. But mostly, I wanted everyone to ask why I made it so that I can 
tell them how queer I am.  
 

 
 
Is it possible to be proud of a creation and still be too anxious to show it to 
anyone? I started the chain with my partner who encouraged me, then my  



friends who pushed me and finally my mother who said she was proud of me. 
On the day I put the zine up on my Instagram, I felt a sense of relief.  
 
It had been years since I had been "coming out" to friends, family, some 
colleagues. But I had never made an announcement as such. Every 
conversation was an explanation of "terms" and "lingo" rather than my identity 
and my uniqueness. I felt an extreme need to explain my bisexuality to 
people. So of course, that is what my zine was about. I wanted the 
questioning to stop, I wanted to shut every presumptuous prick who called it 
a "phase" and asked me if I wanted to join them for a threesome.  
 
I named the zine 'Two for One' and gave them out for free, practically anyone 
on the internet got one. Quite quickly some media houses picked it up, 
wanted to write about me, my bisexuality, and my zine. I enjoyed the attention 
of my friends and the media but I didn't anticipate the hate that the internet 
brings with it.  
 
The zine had photographs that I clicked earlier the same year in it, it was a 
visualisation of the bi flag itself, but in photographs. A joy to shoot with one 
of my dearest friends. The colours of the flag merging into the skin, a 
depiction of how light tells a story of its own. The images drew the attention 
and brought unsolicited DMs and invasive questions about my bisexuality. 
But it confirmed to me that it was important to make more. 
 
It's been two years and zines have become a part of my identity in a way, and 
I wholeheartedly identify as a zine maker. Ordinarily, labels irk me but over the 
course of making Two for One, I have grown to love the power of words and 
labels that can convey meaning in a way no other visual art can.  
 
To me, a zine is a symbol of power. It gave me the power to express my 
sexual identity, the power to showcase my photography, and the power to 
control my own narrative. I used the zine to come out to the internet and 
people on the internet used the zine to come out to their friends.  
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Reading a Zine for the First Time  - Saurabh Sharma 

Before this I had never heard of the term “zine.” I had a very distinct ideas about 
literature, specifically about its forms. Not knowing zine was clear that it’s not literature 
for me. Even when I learnt about it, I had my doubts.  

Abhay Pratap Singh, someone whom I can call a friend now, introduced me to zine and 
had me convinced through his art that zines are literature, too. We’ve just chatted on 
social media. We’ve never met. I planned to pay a visit to an exhibition in Saket: 
सावधान: The Regimes of Truth  organized by Shaunak Mahbubani in 2018. I later learnt 
that Abhay’s zine was going to be displayed there, too. It was a well-curated place, and 
hanging on unplastered wall was Abhay’s zine: “Diary of Discrimination from — 
Digital Gay Dating Spaces.”  

 

Diary of Discrimination at Kalakar Theater, Saket. Pic courtesy: Author 

This was the very first zine I was going to read. But it’s quite different. It didn’t contain 
usual illustrations. It was an anthology of art of sorts, an anthology by a single author. It 
had survey analysis on racism, screenshots of dating-app chats, nude photography, 
works of art, a letter, etc.  

I was intrigued by the title itself, it’s that what drew me toward itself. Works on 
discrimination are close to me. And gay-dating spaces were new for me, I joined a 
gay-dating app in November, 2017. I was terribly late into this scene, but well aware 
now how the “business as usual” looked like using them. Depending on who you are,  
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your caste, your sexuality, sexual orientation and where “you’re basically from?,” 
your experiences on dating apps can be favorable to devastating. Mine were 
somewhere in between. Many, mainly south Delhi gays, whom I’d interact with 
would shoot an array of questions at me: “You don’t look like an east Delhi guy?” 
“Shahdara is in UP, right?” “How come your English is so refined? Where is 
Shahdara by the way?”  

These were experiences in Delhi, but I never had experiences abroad. My limited 
worldview was expanded by Abhay and I was shocked to learn the existing realities in 
the West. And that’s what made this zine extremely special for me. First, it outlined 
queer experiences abroad. Second, it’s an exquisite work of art that presented a blend 
of culture, discrimination and inquiries in one’s everyday life when one is 
negotiating one’s sexuality in the West. 

The zine began with an arresting quote by George Orwell with a twist. The quote 
read: “All animals gay people are equal, but some animals gay people are more equal 
than others.”  

It’s prefaced with notes on what this zine means to Abhay and why it’s called a 
“diary.” This 27-pages zine deftly describes in detail and with poignancy the everyday 
racism that exists in the West and how it takes a different form altogether, almost 
naked, when you’re using a dating app. 

 

 

Chat Screenshots from the Diary of Discrimination © Abhay Pratap Singh 

 
 
 
 
Your skin color, among other details as I outlined earlier, is a crucial part of a                               
transaction online. But what’s fundamentally wrong is when this fetishization of a                       
“brown skin” or a person from India is expected to be appreciated in the West.  
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People don’t realize it’s a different dehumanization when you reduce someone to                       
just their skin. 
 
Abhay makes a noteworthy point, almost academia level, which is why I said that                           
this zine changed my perspective of what constitutes as literature: “I started speaking                         
about how I feel fetishised quite often when someone expresses interest in me in a                             
condescending fashion; and that the gay community has a Race problem. The                       
demeanour of the said gentleman, changed immediately and he started defending this                       
very act of fetishisation as something that was an issue I made up in my head rather                                 
than being an actual problem. He said that conceptualizing this Zine was a                         
meaningless endeavour and went further on to say that he was not criticizing the idea                             
of this Zine, but merely saw no point in working on it as the problems I was talking                                   
about were some isolated incidents and they were not an objective phenomenon that                         
others were necessarily suffering from as well. (sic)” 
 
 

 
Digital Art from the Diary of Discrimination © Abhay Pratap Singh 

Reading this zine I realized how deeply personal and political, a perfect blend of 
fiction and nonfiction a zine can be without losing its authenticity. And I’d forever 
thank Abhay for introducing me to this form. 
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